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The challenges facing brick-and-mortar retailers continue to multiply, with many coming 
from the emergence and rapid evolution of online and mobile technologies. Shoppers are 
increasingly savvy and dependent on technology. Some are opting for entirely online expe-
riences, while others are bringing competition directly into the physical store via the web 
on their smartphones. Virtually all have new expectations of the shopping experience due 
to their exposure to eCommerce tools and capabilities.

These new expectations and challenges are driving retailers and brands to look for new 
in-store solutions. One emerging solution that uses eCommerce-type capabilities for the 
benefit	of	brick-and-mortar	retailers	is	categorized	as	Fully	Aware	and	Responsive	In-Store	
(FARIS) systems.

This paper will:

•	 define	FARIS	technologies
•	 distinguish them from other retail technologies applied to physical retail 
•	 illuminate different ways this technology is being used to address the challenges of  
 contemporary retail establishments.
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FARIS technologies are:
Fully Aware: 

Some in-store system systems are “aware” of shoppers in terms of either behavior or character-
istics.	Behavior-awareness	examples	range	from	traditional	horizontal-beam	shopper	counters	to	
Wi-Fi analytics.  Characteristic-awareness systems include loyalty apps and video analytics. Fully 
Aware systems see both behaviors and characteristics of shoppers, dramatically increasing the 
value of the in-store intelligence gathered. For example, the eyeQinsights system from eyeQ, Inc. 
uses Wi-Fi and touch-screen analytics for shopper behavior (visit history, duration, in-store and 
on-screen product browsing) combined with facial analytics for characteristics (age, gender, mood) 
to best understand and anticipate shopper interests.

Responsive: 

Responsive technologies are rarer, though some are currently deployed. For example, some sys-
tems will respond to a shopper’s proximity with different lighting, images, and even scents. A bea-
con system that causes a downloaded app on a smart-phone to message a shopper could also fall 
into this category. A system that responds to different QR-codes presented by a shopper could also 
fall	in	this	category.		The	key	distinction	for	a	system	to	be	classified	as	responsive	is	simply	that	
it responds in reaction to different stimuli, ranging from simple (lighting change when you enter 
a	specific	area)	to	complex	(messaging	is	presented	that	is	different	depending	on	age,	gender,	
mood, and/or browsing history).

In-Store: 

Thanks to advances in these behaviors-  and characteristic-sensing technologies, brick-and-mortar 
stores can now engage in the marketing tactics and analytics that online stores have mastered. 
Most consumers know that when they are shopping online, eCommerce merchants are aware of 
both their characteristics and behaviors. They can also see that their shopping experience responds 
to their previously-clicked interests. With FARIS technologies, merchants can use the same or anal-
ogous tools to increase sales and analytic understanding from within physical stores.
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FARIS technologies are not:

While many established and emerging in-store technologies provide a wealth of analytic 
data,	that	data	is	usually	intended	to	be	analyzed	by	the	retailer	or	brand	after	collection	
to help them consider changes in the future. For example, they might use heat maps to 
identify opportunities for better positioning of some displays. And while this allows for a 
much	more	scientific	approach	to	making	these	decisions	than	were	previously	available,	
they are necessarily based on data gathered in the past (even if only the relatively recent 
past).  

FARIS technologies are distinguished by responding to the in-store data instantly, creating 
immediate changes in shopper behavior.  FARIS systems provide robust retrospective data 
as well, but the distinction is that they also respond instantaneously to drive consumer 
choices.

Retrospective Only:

Many systems gather, or respond to, either the behavior dimension or the characteristics 
dimension	of	shopper	 intelligence.	By	definition,	FARIS	systems	gather	and	respond	to	
both in combination. For example, an in-store digital display that responds to proximity 
only (the shopper behavior of standing in front of the device), can be more successful at 
catching attention than non-responsive signage. However, a FARIS display that not only 
responds to proximity but also to the characteristics of the shopper (e.g., showing age- 
and/or gender-pertinent content), will be more effective than both non-responsive and 
behavior-only responsive signage.

By their nature of being responsive to shoppers, they are necessarily visible to shoppers 
and part of an improved shopping experience.  Some in-store analytic tools have expe-
rienced a backlash due to shopper concerns that they are secretly being watched, and 
only	for	the	retailer’s	benefit.		FARIS	technologies	are	visible	and	beneficial	to	shoppers.	

Statistics and marketing practices show that the public is generally amenable to corpo-
rate	awareness	of	them	when	it	is	to	their	benefit	(e.g.,	security	cameras	in	the	physical	
world, freemium services in the online world). And given that FARIS services that comply 
with the Future of Privacy Forum guidelines can not identify people individually without 
their consent and must provide a universal opt-out option for shoppers, potential privacy 
concerns are proactively addressed.

Hidden:

Single Dimension:
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Uses & Case Studies

FARIS Marketing
Driving Category Sales: A	boutique	store	specializing	 in	music-related	goods	utilized	a	FARIS	
installation to reverse a trend they had observed during an annual music festival. The store had 
experienced a decline in sales of higher-ticket items each year as the festival’s popularity increased.  
It appeared that the younger crowds were less likely to spend money on high-price items and were 
so dense that they drove away more serious buyers.

Just prior to the 2014 music festival, a FARIS strategy was developed and implemented to feature 
and recommend a key category of the more expensive items (musical instruments). As a result, 
even though overall sales at the music store declined even further - by 15 percent - sales of all 
FARIS-featured items increased by 22 percent. Further, for the items with the greatest focus from 
this FARIS implementation (guitars and ukuleles), the revenue actually increased by 47 percent.

The applications of FARIS are many, but they typically fall into one of three catego-
ries: marketing, research & analysis, and operational insights and improvements.

In this section, we will discuss examples of each and how a FARIS system was used 
to make a positive difference in real world situations.

Validating Marketing Efforts: Because FARIS systems maintain continual awareness inside the 
store,	they	can	be	used	to	validate	marketing	strategies.	The	figure	above	shows	the	percentage	
of total customers who spent more than 5 minutes in each section. In preparation for this par-
ticular holiday weekend, the retailer pushed a large advertising campaign focused on washers 
and dryers. The washers and dryers are located in the blue section of the chart, which saw dra-
matically more shoppers come through (87 percent), illustrating the ability of FARIS systems to 
test	and	validate	marketing	strategies	on	an	as-needed	basis.		With	this	same	configuration,	this	
retailer can also validate the success of generational- or gender-focused ad campaigns in driving 
store or department visits.

63%

87% 50%

39%

56%

Figure 1: Black Friday weekend heat map
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FARIS Research & Analysis

Determining Brand Affinity: While the FARIS software constantly gathers customer infor-
mation, the shopper-facing hardware provides an opportunity for customers to provide even 
more data as a result of their own research using the system’s interactive touch screens. 
This creates a unique opportunity for retailers and brands to learn about shopper preferences.

In	the	example	above,	a	major	appliance	retailer	was	able	to	confirm	that,	on	average,	35	
percent of buyers researched and selected the house brand when purchasing from them. 
However, looking more closely at the insights provided by the installed FARIS system, they 
could see that nearly 10 percent more women than men were interested in Brand C, and 
that Brand E, previously thought to be attractive to younger buyers, actually appealed to the 
oldest demographic of their shoppers.  

Figure 2: Brand appeal by age and gender

       Brand A   Brand B    Brand C    Brand D   Brand E    Brand F    Brand G   Brand H 

Accelerating A/B Testing:  Because this technolo-
gy can both engage and observe, it creates an ideal 
opportunity for A/B testing and related research.  In 
one case, a major brand wanted to better understand 
how millennials respond to messaging and content 
styles.  They created a real-world test using a FARIS 
system inside a large retailer as part of a new end-
cap display.  Each system was programmed to ran-
domly display one of three different styles for each 
customer. Because the system can observe reaction 
in multiple ways (attention grab, touch, and text), 
and correlate those observations to the demograph-
ics of the shopper, the brand has the opportunity to 
learn which style is most engaging for millennials 
compared to other generations.  A likely future use 
of	these	findings	will	be	to	differentially	and	imme-
diately display the most compelling content to mil-
lennials - and other content to other shoppers -  in 
order	to	maximize	the	in-store	engagement	of	each	
shopper age group.

Figure 3: Accelerated A/B Testing
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FARIS Operational Insights and Improvements
Measuring and Comparing Line Speed: FARIS platforms can be used to measure store opera-
tional and logistical factors to help make the experience smoother for both store operators and cus-
tomers. A pertinent example of this application can be found with a FARIS deployment in key loca-
tions of a large publicly-traded restaurant chain. The cafeteria-style chain guides customers through 
a cafeteria line where they decide on their 
meal before checking out at the register and 
seating themselves. 

The Fully-Aware and Responsive In-store 
technology greets customers as they wait 
in line with a quick survey and also offers 
another customer-experience survey upon 
their exit. The placement of displays al-
lows the software to not only gather demo-
graphically-correlated feedback, but it also 
measures the time it takes for customers to 
move through the line.

During	the	first	two	months	of	deployment,	
this restuarant learned that the average line 
speed during weekdays was fastest in the 
first	location	(Store	A),	measuring	between	2.4	and	7.5	minutes.		The	average	weekday	line	speed	
was slowest in the second location (Store B), falling between 4.1 and 8.1 minutes. Armed with this 
knowledge, the restaurant chain can take corrective action to bring store B in line with store A. Also, 
the	continuous	monitoring	nature	of	a	FARIS	installation	enables	this	chain	to	confirm	that	the	chang-
es had the intended effect. This is very different capability than offered by the traditional one-time 
or occasional operational studies.  Further, FARIS encourages testing a wider range of operational 
improvements, since the FARIS data will validate the most successful approach.

 

Facilitating Research by Shoppers: In one store, a FARIS implementation was designed to help 
shoppers research products. The system gathered behavioral and characteristic information while each 
shopper	conducted	their	research.		Among	the	findings	was	that	shoppers	searched,	engaged	and	did	
more research on high-price items ($500 and above) when such research systems were available in-
store. Over 20 percent of revenue from the most expensive price category of products were attributed 
to	shoppers’	use	of	the	interactive	screens.		This	confirmed	the	hypothesized	desire	of	shoppers	to	
do more research in-store and validated the retailer’s effort to provide an alternative to smart-phone 
research (which can often lead the shopper to a competitor’s site).     

Figure 5: Revenues by price point and search items

  Revenues by Price Point (6 Month Period)

Figure 4: Line Speed at Three Locations



Conclusion

Fully Aware and Responsive In-Store technology can be a pow-
erful tool for retailers and brands. Because these systems both 
observe and engage shoppers, and observe both characteristics 
and behaviors,  they have among the most robust sets of func-
tionality and application of any of the emerging in-store technol-
ogies. Because they engage, they can create a positive in-store 
experience for shoppers while encouraging desired behaviors. 
Because they observe multi-dimensionally, they can capture and 
report valuable analytics for marketing, research, and opera-
tional insights. And because they do both, they create a unique 
opportunity for continual A/B testing of messaging, placements, 
offers, and other in-store variables that can improve store and 
brand performance.
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About eyeQ, Inc.

eyeQ, Inc. was founded in 2012 in Austin, Texas and is a provid-
er of FARIS technologies, services, and analytics. Installations of 
eyeQ’s	flagship	FARIS	system,	eyeQinsights, formed the basis of 
the cases provided above.  Since the eyeQinsights product was 
launched in mid-2013, it has been implemented in a wide variety 
of	retail	categories	by	organizations	ranging	boutique	to	Fortune	
100. eyeQ, Inc. is proud to be a founding member of the Future 
of Privacy Forum.  eyeQ welcomes all questions and comments at  
info@eyeqinsights.com.

 @eyeQinsights

linkedin.com/company/eyeQ

/eyeQinsights

www.eyeqinsights.com

mailto:info%40eyeqinsights.com?subject=FARIS%20systems
https://twitter.com/eyeQinsights
http://www.linkedin.com/company/eyeQ
http://www.facebook.com/eyeQinsights
http://www.eyeqinsights.com

